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Abstract Synthesizing a complex scene image with multiple objects and background according to text description is a

challenging problem. It needs to solve several difficult tasks across the fields of natural language processing and computer

vision. We model it as a combination of semantic entity recognition, object retrieval and recombination, and objects’ status

optimization. To reach a satisfactory result, we propose a comprehensive pipeline to convert the input text to its visual

counterpart. The pipeline includes text processing, foreground objects and background scene retrieval, image synthesis using

constrained MCMC, and post-processing. Firstly, we roughly divide the objects parsed from the input text into foreground

objects and background scenes. Secondly, we retrieve the required foreground objects from the foreground object dataset

segmented from Microsoft COCO dataset, and retrieve an appropriate background scene image from the background image

dataset extracted from the Internet. Thirdly, in order to ensure the rationality of foreground objects’ positions and sizes

in the image synthesis step, we design a cost function and use the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method as the

optimizer to solve this constrained layout problem. Finally, to make the image look natural and harmonious, we further use

Poisson-based and relighting-based methods to blend foreground objects and background scene image in the post-processing

step. The synthesized results and comparison results based on Microsoft COCO dataset prove that our method outperforms

some of the state-of-the-art methods based on generative adversarial networks (GANs) in visual quality of generated scene

images.
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1 Introduction

Language is one of the most powerful tools for peo-

ple to communicate with one another, and vision is the

primary sensory modality for human to perceive the

world. Texts and images are the representations of lan-

guages and vision respectively. How to build a method

that can understand the input text and convert it to

an image is therefore a core problem at the intersec-

tion of natural language processing and computer vi-

sion. With the advent of large datasets [1, 2], pairing

images with natural language descriptions has recently

become possible to generate photo-realistic images that

match the input text [3–5]. Although the partial suc-

cess of these methods is encouraging, they still fail in

generating high-resolution images with photo-realistic

details, and the content of the generated image is sim-

ple. For example, the generated images usually contain

only one kind of objects, such as birds with simple back-

grounds.

Generating photo-realistic images from text descrip-

tions is a difficult problem. The first challenge is that

the space of plausible images interpreting text descrip-

tions is multimodal. There are a large number of images
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that can appropriately visualize the given text descrip-

tion. The second challenge is that the current language

analysis techniques are difficult to catch the key and

potential information of the text content, especially for

implied meaning. The last one is that photo realistic

image generation needs to deal with many visual cues

such as occlusion, illumination, blending, shadow gene-

ration and so on.

In this paper, we propose a comprehensive text-

to-image synthesis pipeline, which intends to visualize

the input text sentence. We aim to synthesize high-

quality scene images, and each one contains multiple

foreground objects complying with appropriate back-

ground. The synthesized results should comply not only

with the requirements expressed by the input text, but

also with rational objects’ status and natural lighting

perception. To meet these requirements, we firstly ap-

ply natural language processing tools to parse the input

text and extract the names of necessary foreground ob-

jects, foreground objects’ attributes, mutual positional

relationships, and background scene information. Sec-

ondly, we retrieve appropriate foreground objects that

are segmented from the images in Microsoft COCO

dataset [1]. By text content analysis, we also retrieve

the appropriate existing images to serve as background

scenes. Then we recombine all necessary foreground ob-

jects with proper positions and sizes and a background

scene image to synthesize the scene image. We design

a cost function to model the gap between the current

status and the desired status, and adopt the Markov

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to tackle this

complicated constrained layout problem for producing

the optimal layout of foreground objects. Finally, as a

post-processing step, we blend the foreground objects

from different source images to the background image

with blending and relighting techniques. The overview

of our method can be seen in Fig.1.

In Section 2, we briefly introduce some represen-

tative work in four related fields. We show how to

process input texts in Section 3, and the retrieval of

foreground objects and background scenes is stated in

Section 4. The image synthesis using MCMC is pre-

sented in Section 5, and post-processing techniques are

stated in Section 6. We illustrate our synthesized re-

sults and comparisons with several other methods using

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) in Section 7.

We conclude our method in Section 8.

2 Related Work

In this paper, we focus on the problem of generat-

ing scene images from input texts. Our method mainly

concerns how to understand the input sentence, how to

analyze existing foreground and background materials,

and how to use the object segments to synthesize photo-

realistic images. Therefore, we will briefly review some

representative work in four aspects, namely image con-

tent synthesis, virtual scene generation from texts, deep

text-to-image networks, and image captioning methods.

2.1 Image Content Synthesis

Image content synthesis is the process of segment-

ing required objects from existing pictures and insert-

ing them into another background picture to synthesize

a new image. Our method also involves a similar step.

Lalonde et al. [6] generated high-quality synthesized im-

ages by estimating the object size and orientation in

3D level and lighting conditions. The inconvenience of

this method is that user interaction is needed to select

what objects to insert and to specify the locations of

Input Text
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Background RetrievalForeground Retrieval Image Synthesis Post-Processing

There is a cat lying
on the chair and a dog
sitting on the ground.

Foreground objects:
(lying) cat, (sitting) dog
Backgroud scene: ground

Semantic triplets:
((lying) cat, chair, on),
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Fig.1. Overview of our proposed method (from left to right). By processing the input text, we get information about foreground objects
and the background scenes, and their relationships denoted by semantic triplets. We retrieve foreground objects and background scene
images from their respective databases. Then we optimize the sizes and positions of the foreground objects on the background scene
by the constrained MCMC method. Finally, we perform post-processing to obtain the blended final synthesis result.
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the objects. Chen et al. [7] synthesized realistic images

according to a freehand sketch provided by the user.

The background scenes and foreground objects are au-

tomatically selected from existing pictures to conform

with the input sketch. Later, Chen et al. [8] built a

segmented human image database and used it to cre-

ate personalized comic-strips. This method also needs

user input sketches. Fang et al. [9] recombined a set of

pictures according to the order of their shooting time

or the storyline behind the pictures. They extracted a

group of semantic salient objects from each representa-

tive image, rendered them on the resulting image canvas

according to layer graphs and scene graphs, and syn-

thesized a new narrative collage image. In this kind of

methods, the sizes and locations of foreground objects

are specified by either the user or the input information.

2.2 Virtual Scene Generation from Text

In some early work, users can obtain virtual 2D

or 3D scenes according to input text. However, these

scenes are composed of 2D cartoon characters or 3D

animation characters. Zitnick and Parikh [10] used ab-

stract scenes generated from clip art to study semantic

scene understanding. Inspired by [10], Zitnick et al. [11]

learned the visual features corresponding to semantic

phrases derived from sentences. Specifically, they ex-

tracted tuples predicated from sentences and used them

to determine the potential of a CRF, and then the

scene could be generated from CRF sampling. How-

ever, this method can only detect limited relationships

between certain foreground objects, neglects the back-

ground, and mainly focuses on abstract image gene-

ration. Coyne and Sproat [12] built the system of Word-

sEye to convert text into 3D scenes automatically. They

relied on a large database of 3D models and postures

to represent entities and actions respectively. Chang et

al. [13] generated 3D scenes from text by incorporating

the spatial knowledge learned from the data. These

methods fail to generate photo realistic results, and

they just focus on text understanding and object se-

lecting.

2.3 Deep Text-to-Image Networks

With the rise of deep neural networks, several meth-

ods have been developed to generate images from un-

structured texts using deep networks. Mansimov et

al. [3] built an AlignDRAW to estimate alignment be-

tween the text and the generated canvas. Reed et al. [14]

explored conditional PixelCNN to generate images us-

ing text descriptions and object location constraints.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [15] have

shown promising performance for generating realistic

images. A GAN model contains a generator and a dis-

criminator. The generator can produce realistic images

to fool the discriminator through adversarial training,

which is suitable for text-to-image tasks. Using con-

ditional GANs, Reed et al. [4] successfully generated

plausible 64 × 64 images for birds and flowers from

text descriptions. Their follow-up work [16] is able to

generate higher resolution images by controlling the

object locations with additional annotations. Zhang

et al. proposed two stacked GANs (StackGAN [5] and

StackGAN++ [17]) to generate photo-realistic images

conditioned on text descriptions. Xu et al. proposed

an attention GAN [18] by associating the subregions in

the resulting image with the most relevant words in

the input text. Yin et al. [19] presented a semantics

disentangling GAN that uses Siamese mechanism to

realize high-level semantic consistency, and applied a

visual-semantic embedding strategy to ensure low-level

semantic diversity. Zhou et al. [20] proposed a two-stage

pipeline to synthesize only person images. They first

generated reasonable human poses, and then synthe-

sized person images using transferred poses and at-

tributes. However, these methods fail in generating

high-resolution scene images with multiple foreground

objects.

Recently, the models proposed by Tan et al. [21]

and Qiao et al. [22] have shown excellent performance.

Tan et al. [21] proposed a semantics-enhanced GAN by

adding a semantic consistency module and an attention

competition module to the framework of AttnGAN [18],

which not only improves the semantic consistency

between the resulting image and the corresponding

ground truth image, but also reduces the weights of

visually unimportant words. Qiao et al. [22] introduced

a text-to-image-to-text framework named MirrorGAN.

This model can guarantee semantic consistency be-

tween the input text and the generated image. Both

methods conduct consistency supervision on generated

images, which make the resulting images have high

image-level and text-level semantic consistency. These

two methods only use the text and images to build the

models.

These GAN-based models [15–22] do not discriminate

between the scene images and the single-object images,

and do not specifically deal with the generation of mul-

tiple objects and their relationships. These methods
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work well on producing images with a single kind of

objects. To generate scene images, Johnson et al. [23]

built deep neural networks to convert the input scene

graphs to scene images. Recently, Li et al. [24] generated

better scene images by firstly generating semantic lay-

outs, including the bounding boxes and shapes of all the

objects, and then generated scene images using object-

driven attention and grid attention mechanisms. Hinz

et al. [25] proposed global pathway and object pathway

to generate background and foreground objects respec-

tively. These methods use additional information be-

sides text and image like scene graph and semantic lay-

out to build the models. However, most of the above

mentioned methods can hardly produce high-resolution

images with clear foreground objects. In this paper,

we apply structured inputs of foreground objects and

background images to produce clear and realistic scene

images.

2.4 Image Captioning

Image captioning is the reverse process of the text-

to-image task. Most recent methods train recurrent

neural networks (RNNs) to convert image region fea-

tures to region captions. Xu et al. [26] generated image

region captions using an RNN with attention, and the

model produces a distribution over image regions for

each word. Karpathy et al. [27] used a ranking loss to

align image regions with sentence fragments. Johnson

et al. [28] introduced the task of dense captioning to de-

tect and describe regions of interest. More recently,

Krause et al. [29] exploited hierarchical RNN to reason

about languages, and generated detailed paragraphs for

image description. Similar methods have also been ap-

plied to generate captions for videos [30, 31] by leveraging

strong temporal dependencies. In our method, we use

image captioning methods to analyze the background

scene, which helps to retrieve the background scene im-

ages and find the right regions to place the foreground

objects.

3 Text Processing

We only process English sentences, and all descrip-

tive statements should be expressed in one sentence.

In this step, we want to know what objects are nece-

ssary to visualize, whether they are foreground objects

or background scenes, and what are the positional rela-

tionships between the foreground objects and between

the foreground objects and the background regions.

When converting the semantic concepts to visual ob-

jects, we consider the nouns as entities to visualize, the

gerunds and the adjectives as appearance attributes,

and the prepositions as positional relationships.

Similar to [32], we select the Stanford CoreNLP

as the language processing tool. Stanford CoreNLP

includes many powerful functions like part-of-speech

tagging, lemmatization, coreference resolution, depen-

dency. Using Stanford CoreNLP we can ascertain the

necessary objects, their attributes such as quantity,

color, gesture, and figure out the basic structure of the

input sentence.

When matching the nouns in the input sentence and

the category names of objects in database, we have to

consider synonyms. We use WordNet [33] to estimate

the similarity between the nouns in input text and the

name of each category. In WordNet, nouns, verbs, ad-

jectives and adverbs are organized into a network of

synonyms sets, and each synonym set represents a basic

semantic concept. A noun in input text can correspond

to a category name only if it gets the highest similarity

value and the threshold is 1.

With regard to the identification of positional re-

lationships, we must emphasize the prepositions in in-

put sentence. There are hundreds of prepositions with

different functions in English. In this paper, we just

focus on the prepositions that indicate spatial rela-

tionships. Two kinds of positional relationships are

under consideration. One is between two foreground

objects, and the other is between a foreground object

and a background region. Inspired by [32], we formal-

ize the input description into semantic triplets writ-

ten as ((attribute) foreground, background/(attribute)

foreground, relationship). We add a number after each

foreground object to distinguish different instances of

the same category (see Fig.2).

Semantic Triplets:

1. (foreground, background, relationship)

((red) car1, ground, on)

((flying) aircraft1, sky, in)

(man1, ground, on)

(man2, ground, on)

2. (foreground, foreground, relationship)

(man1, car1, on the left of)

(man2, car1, on the right of)

Fig.2. Two kinds of semantic triplets are used to formalize the
input text. The input sentence is “There is a red car on the
ground, an aircraft flying in the sky, a man is near the car and
another man is on the right of the car.”
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4 Foreground Objects and Background Scene

Retrieval

In this section, we present how to retrieve proper

foreground objects and background scene images.

4.1 Foreground Objects Retrieval

We use images in Microsoft COCO dataset [1] as

source images of the foreground objects. Microsoft

COCO dataset contains 328 000 images and 80 diffe-

rent kinds of objects. The objects’ accurate profiles are

presented by masks. We use these masks to separate

target objects from other parts of source images to form

the foreground object dataset.

These segmented objects only have category labels,

but lack enough appearance attributes and gestures to

describe them. Therefore we add attribute annotation

for each segmented object from the official annotation

sentence of each image. We also need the bounding

box around every segmented object. When we move or

zoom the object, the bounding box helps to determine

its location and size.

We discard the incomplete or obscured objects us-

ing object detection method [34], as well as the heavily

obscured and blurry objects. If the user needs an ob-

ject that has more than one appearance characteristic,

we will select the object that can satisfy the required

characteristics as much as possible. We also select com-

pound objects that contain two or more kinds of in-

separable objects, e.g., a man riding a bicycle. If we

separate the man and the bicycle, both of them will

be incomplete. In the foreground object dataset, com-

pound objects are treated as intact objects.

4.2 Background Scene Image Retrieval

People usually do not describe the background in

detail when they describe a scene, because the lis-

tener usually has subconsciousness about the men-

tioned background scene. We will select an existing im-

age from the background scene image dataset. We build

the background scene image dataset by collecting var-

ious scene images (including outdoor and indoor ones)

from the Internet. The alternative background scene

images should be scene photographs taken in real world,

and do not include black and white images, hand-drawn

cartoon images or remote sensing images. The general

process of background scene retrieval is shown in Fig.3.

Given a background image dataset I and the names

of needed background regions N , we firstly use Image

Caption method [28] to divide every image in I into sev-

eral sub-regions. We define In is a subset of I, where

the superscript means the images in In have n needed

background sub-regions.

After image captioning, each of the sub-regions is

described by a short caption and adhered by a confi-

dence coefficient. To ensure the accuracy, we choose

The water is calm.

A cloudy blue sky.

The water is calm.

The water is calm.

The water is calm.

The sky is blue in color.

White clouds in blue sky.

A mountain in the distance.

Mountains in the distance.

White boat in the water.

This Picture is a 

scene of water.

(Accept)

Background 

Image Dataset

Background:

A Scene of 

Water

Image Captioning

Sorted by 

Box Area

Large

Small

Fig.3. Background scene image retrieval.
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the first 10 sub-regions with the highest confidence co-

efficients for each alternative background image, and

sort them by the area from large to small. We give

each sorted region a score from 10 to 1 and the region

scores are denoted as Sr = {10, 9, 8, ..., 1}. The names

of the region R can be extracted from the captions. For

an alternative background image Ii, if the name of one

of its sub-regions matches one of the names of desired

background regions (e.g., Rn = Nm), then we think

Ii contains one desired region. If Ii contains k needed

background regions, the score of the image Si is the

sum of the scores of all the desired sub-regions:

Si =
k

∑

j=1

Srj.

Because larger sub-regions are more likely to re-

flect background information, if we need only one back-

ground region, we only check whether the largest sub-

region is the needed background region according to its

caption. If so, we choose this image as the background

image; otherwise, we get rid of it. For an image Ii, we

define a bool variable Acc to denote whether we choose

it as the background image. This process is formulized

as follows:

Acc1i =

{

true, if Ii ⊂ I1 and Si = 10,
false, otherwise,

where the superscript of Acc means the number of

needed background regions.

If the user needs n (n > 1) background regions, we

need to choose a background image that simultaneously

has them. Assume that we have got I1 and n = 2, now

we need to see if the rest nine captioned subregions

in each image of I1 contain the second needed region.

If so, we choose the image that has the highest score,

which means both the needed subregions rank higher.

The similar way can be applied when more than two

background regions are needed. Whether we choose Ii

is formulized as follows:

Accni

=

{

true, if Ii ⊂ In, Acc1i = true and Si = maxSIn ,

false, otherwise,

where SIn denotes the set of scores of images in In.

To make the background scene image have enough

space to locate the foreground objects, we use similar

uncluttered region filtering method as that in [7]. If the

user did not give the background information explicitly,

we collect the names of foreground objects that often

appear in every kind of alternative backgrounds to infer

the needed background information.

5 Image Synthesis Using Constrained MCMC

After selecting satisfactory foreground objects and

background scene image, we put the foreground objects

in the right place of the background image with a proper

size to ensure that all the scene items comply with the

constraints required in the input text. We define a cost

function that measures the distance between the cur-

rent status and the expected status, and use Markov

Chain Monte Carlo to search the optimal solution.

5.1 Cost Function

The cost function is defined as:

C = βe−βE,

where β is the constant parameter of this exponential

distribution. In our experiments, we set β = 0.5. E

is an energy function that includes three energy terms,

that is, U , G and D:

E = λ1U + λ2G+ λ3D,

where λ1, λ2, λ3 balance the weights of the three en-

ergy terms. In our experiments, we set λ1 = 1, λ2 =

0.01, λ3 = 1.

Object Occlusion. When a scene contains more than

one foreground object, some of them may overlap. To

avoid unnecessary occlusion, we measure the current

occlusion using the formula below:

U =
N
∑

i=1

N
∑

j=i+1

uij ,

where N denotes the number of foreground objects in

current scene. The symbol uij represents the occluded

area between the i-th and the j-th object. Fig.4 shows

the separation of overlapped foreground objects after

optimization.

(b)(a)

Fig.4. Two overlapped objects can be separated after optimiza-
tion. (a) Two overlapped objects. (b) Separated objects after
optimization.
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Position Rationality. Foreground objects must be in

the proper regions of the background image, e.g., plane

in the sky or cow on the grassland. Therefore we add

position rationality term to handle the positional rela-

tionships between foreground objects and background

regions. We calculate this term according to whether

the foreground objects are in the right regions of the

background image:

G =

M
∑

i=1

Ki
∑

j=1

sijrij ,

where M denotes the number of the required back-

ground regions, and Ki denotes the number of fore-

ground objects located in the scope of the i-th back-

ground region. The symbol sij denotes the area of the

j-th foreground object outside the i-th background re-

gion, if the j-th foreground object is limited to the i-th

background region. The symbol rij is the weight coeffi-

cient for the three situations shown in Fig.5. The value

of rij is determined according to whether the j-th fore-

ground object is inside the i-th background region. How

to decide the value of rij is formulized as follows:

rij =







0, inside,
1, outside,
0.1, partly inside.

We set the value of the third case as 0.1 because al-

though the situation of partly inside is acceptable, we

still expect this foreground object to be inside the right

background region as much as possible. We obtain

background regions by the image captioning method

(see Subsection 4.2).

Fig.5. The cow is set to in the grassland region (purple box).
If the cow is inside the right area (green box around the cow),
the cost of position rationality will be 0. The cost will increase
if the cow is outside (red box) or partly inside (yellow box) the
grassland region.

Relative Positional Relationship. The input text

may also specify some positional relationships between

pairs of related foreground objects. We only handle

seven kinds of positional relationships between pairs of

foreground objects: near, on, under, above, below, on

the left, and on the right. We visualize these positional

relationships in Fig.6. For the positional relationships

that do not demand the two objects to be next to each

other, we set thresholds δ with different subscripts to

keep the pair of objects from getting too far away. We

set the value of δs to be 20% of the sum of the widths

of the two related foreground objects. Note that if the

distance between the pair of related foreground objects

is less than the corresponding threshold, the cost of

this term is set to 0. We calculate the actual distance

when it is larger than δ. We use the formula below to

calculate this term:

D =

√

√

√

√

P
∑

i=1

((Opx −Oqx) + (Opy −Oqy))2,

where P means the number of semantic triplets we ex-

tract from the input sentence. Opx is the horizontal

distance value of the i-th pair of foreground objects in

the current status, and Oqx is their standard horizontal

distance value, which means the desirable positions of

the foreground object pair. The symbols Opy and Oqy

have a similar meaning in the vertical axis.

(a)

(d) (e)

(g)(f)

(b)

(c)

δleft

δright
δabove δbelow

Fig.6. Seven kinds of positional relationships between pairs of
foreground objects. (a) Near. (b) On the left. (c) On the right.
(d) On. (e) Under. (f) Above. (g) Below.

5.2 Scale Adjustment

We set the sizes of foreground objects according to

two factors, that is, intrinsic scaling factor and perspec-

tive factor. We first resize every foreground object’s
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bounding box, make them have the same height, and

then adjust their scales according to the two factors.

Intrinsic Scaling Factor. This factor represents the

inherent height ratios among foreground objects. We

set the standard intrinsic scaling factor value of people

to 1, and get the factor values of other kinds of objects

according to their rough height ratios to the average

height of human. From the Wikipedia we get the statis-

tic data of average heights of all kinds of foreground ob-

jects in the foreground object dataset. Table 1 shows

the intrinsic scaling factor values of some kinds of fore-

ground objects and Fig.7(a) shows the situations before

and after adding intrinsic scaling factors. In spite of in-

dividual variations among objects in the same category,

these values are enough to make the synthesized results

visually realistic.

Table 1. Intrinsic Scaling Factor Values of 11 Kinds of Fore-
ground Objects

Object Intrinsic Scaling Factor

Person 1.0

Car 0.9

Dog 0.4

Cat 0.3

Elephant 2.0

Bear 1.0

Cow 0.9

Horse 1.3

Sheep 0.4

Giraffe 2.6

Zebra 0.8

(b)(a)

Fig.7. Scale adjustment by (a) intrinsic scaling factor and (b)
perspective factor.

Perspective Factor. The perspective factor simu-

lates the phenomenon that objects are smaller when

getting farther and are larger when getting closer. We

estimate the height of horizon of the selected back-

ground image using the method proposed in paper [35].

If the estimated horizon is slant or irregular, we take

the height of the lowest point of the estimated horizon

as the height of horizon.

The range of perspective factor values is 0.2 to 1 if

the foreground object is below the horizon, and 0.2 to

0.7 if it is above the horizon, since objects above the

horizon look smaller than the objects on ground (see

Fig.7(b)). The location of the foreground object is rep-

resented by the middle point of its bounding box’s bot-

tom margin. Particularly, if the selected background is

a sky image, the range of foreground object’s perspec-

tive value is 1 to 0.2 from the top to the bottom edge

of the background image.

The area of an object can be calculated according

to the following equation:

si = wihif
2
i p

2
i ,

where the symbol si denotes the area of the i-th fore-

ground object. We apply the intrinsic scaling factor fi
and the perspective factor pi to both the object’s width

wi and height hi to ensure uniform scaling.

5.3 Iterative Optimization with MCMC

We modify Metropolis-Hastings algorithm that be-

longs to the MCMC method to sample from cost func-

tion C(θ) and find the optimal solution. Inspired

by [36], we use delayed rejection technique and the

structure of nested loops to iteratively optimize the cost

function. The pseudocode of the algorithm is shown in

Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, Lex denotes the number

Algorithm 1. MCMC Optimization

Input: initial state θ1, cost function C(θ1), the number of ex-
ternal loop Lex and the number of internal loop Lin

Output: final state θLex and minimized cost function C(θLex )
1: Set t = 1 and i = 1
2: Generate the initial status C(θ1), and set C(θ(t)) = C(θ1)
3: repeat t = t + 1
4: repeat i = i+ 1

5: Get candidate status θi
∗

by sample from d ×

Uniform(θ(i−1), θ(i−1) + 30)
6: Calculate the acceptance probability

α1 = min(1,
C(θi

∗

)

C(θ(i−1))
)

7: Generate a random value µ1 from Uniform(0, 1)
8: if µ1 6 α1 then

9: Accept θi
∗

and set θi = θi
∗

10: else
11: Set θi = θ(i−1)

12: end if
13: until i = Lin

14: Get candidate status θt
∗

= θLin

15: Calculate the acceptance probability

α2 = min(1,
C(θt

∗

)

C(θ(t−1))
)

16: Generate a random value µ2 from Uniform(0, 1)
17: if µ2 6 α2 then

18: Accept θt
∗

and set θt = θt
∗

19: else
20: Set θt = θ(t−1)

21: end if
22: until t = Lex
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of external loops, and Lin denotes the number of in-

ternal loops. Our algorithm firstly goes through the

internal loop and tries to get a solution that may be

accepted, and then determines if the solution is really

acceptable in the external loop. In the equation of ac-

ceptance probability, we remove the proposal function

since the uniform distribution function is symmetrical.

In every movement, we randomly select a foreground

object and change its position for a small distance from

its current location along one of the surrounding eight

directions, and the direction is denoted by d. The mov-

ing distance is uniformly sampled from 0 to 30 pixels.

The scale of the foreground object is modified subse-

quently.

5.4 Progressive Image Generation

Our method can generate more and more complex

images gradually by starting from simple input sen-

tences as in [23]. This procedure is called progressive

image generation. We can firstly get an initial resulting

image from a simple input sentence that only contains

one foreground object. Then we make the sentence con-

tain descriptions of more and more foreground objects

and positional relationships and then synthesize more

and more complex resulting images progressively using

our pipeline. From Fig.8 we can see that the comple-

xity of the input text can influence the positions of pre-

existing objects, which is similar to [23]. When the

input text describes only one foreground object, the

foreground object is located almost in the middle of the

background region it belongs to, as shown in Fig.8(a)

and Fig.8(f). With more and more foreground objects

and relationships, the distances between foreground ob-

jects in the same background region become smaller to

adapt the increasingly crowded area.

6 Post-Processing

Because foreground objects come from different

source images, we perform post-processing to make

all parts be synthesized as a harmonious scene image.

We use two different blending methods: Poisson-based

blending and relighting-based blending. Poisson-based

blending can make the foreground object patches have

natural boundary and harmonious color, and relighting-

based blending is used to deal with illumination harmo-

nization.

6.1 Poisson-Based Blending

A simple blending method as [37] is not adequate to

handle complex objects with inconsistent texture and

color. In this paper, we use the hybrid image blending

method proposed in [7]. This method firstly divides the

pixels in the region around the object boundary into

different pixel sets of M1 and M2. M1 includes pix-

els with consistent texture and color, and M2 includes

other pixels. Next, we apply Poisson-based blending [37]

to pixels in M1 and the part inside the object’s boun-

dary, and alpha blending to pixels in M2.

(b)(a) (c) (d) (e)

(g)(f) (h) (i) (j)

Fig.8. Progressive image generation (the caption of each sub-figure is the input text). (a) A sheep is on the grassland. (b) A sheep
and a zebra are on the grassland. (c) A sheep, a zebra and a cow are on the grassland. (d) A sheep, a zebra, a cow and a giraffe are
on the grassland. (e) A sheep, a zebra, a cow, a giraffe and a tent are on the grassland. (f) There is a truck on the road. (g) There is
a bus on the left of a truck on the road. (h) There is a bus on the left of a truck and a person walking on the road. (i) There is a bus
on the left of a truck, a person walking on the road, and a plane flying in the sky. (j) There is a bus on the left of a truck, a person
walking on the road, and a flying bird on the left of a plane in the sky.
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6.2 Relighting-Based Blending

In relighting-based blending method, we relight the

foreground objects and estimate their appearances and

shadows under new illumination [38]. Firstly, we esti-

mate the 3D model of each foreground object. Just one

2D image of the foreground object does not have enough

information for a precise 3D reconstruction; therefore

we apply Shape from Contour (SfC [39]) to handle 3D

model estimating.

To estimate the 3D model for a foreground object,

we make normals on the object boundaries to be per-

pendicular to the view direction. We get normals on ob-

ject boundaries by taking the gradient across the matte

of the object and then normalize the gradient. To get

a smooth surface, we first create a normal field by in-

terpolating normals from the boundary to the interior

region, and the z-component is computed to maintain

unit length [40]. Then by constraining neighboring nor-

mals with an osculating arc, we get a height map by

minimizing the following energy function:

E =

Ω
∑

i

∑

j∈Φ(i)

((hi − hj)− qij)
2,

where Ω is the pixels of the object in the image, Φ(i) is

the first order neighborhood of the current pixel, h is

the surface we want to reconstruct, and qij is the rela-

tive height defined by the osculating arc constraint be-

tween neighborhood pixels. The above equation can be

solved using Gauss-Seidel iteration (see Fig.9 for more

details about height estimation). Each pixel of the ob-

ject can get a 3D position with the height value as its

z-value to form the height map. With the normal field

and the height map, we are able to recover a rough 3D

surface [41] for the object in 2D image. Finally, to make

a symmetric 3D model, we flip the reconstructed sur-

face meshes and sew them up. After using the Retinex

method stated in [42] to get the albedo image as tex-

ture, the 3D model is ready for being rendered. It is

not a realistic model, but is enough for us to generate

a realistic shadow with a fixed camera (see Fig.10 for

3D model estimation procedure).

Image Plane

Arc

Nj

Ni

q
ij

p
i

p
j

Fig.9. Constraint of neighboring normals with an osculating arc,
where pi and pj are two adjacent points on the image plane, Ni

and Nj are their normals after mapping to 3D space, and qij is
the relative height between the image plane and the estimated
arc.

Next, we need to estimate approximate illumina-

tion for the background scene. We follow the approach

in the 3D-object composition system [43] to get an ap-

proximate scene of the background. Firstly, we estimate

the camera’s intrinsic parameters as the manner in [44].

Then we generate a depth map for pixels’ projection.

To ensure the accuracy of plane estimation, we partic-

ularly examine planes in the background scene image

and make sure that they are still planes after project-

ing to the 3D world. Then by projecting all pixels in the

background image to the 3D world and texturing them

with colors getting from Retinex method in [42], we

generate a coarse 3D scene with a position-fixed cam-

era. Here we use Blender 1○ as the 3D editor. Finally

we follow the method in [43] to estimate the scene’s

approximate illumination, including in-view light and

out-of-view light of the background scene.

(b)(a) (c) (d) (e)

Fig.10. 3D model estimation for foreground object. For (a) input object, (b) the normals of the boundary are estimated and (c) the
normal field is interpolated. The estimated model and its image in a different view direction are shown in (d) and (e).

1○https://www.blender.org/, May 2020.
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At last, we place the foreground objects at their cor-

responding positions in the 3D scene. To avoid the oc-

clusion caused by wrong depth values of the background

scene, we set a minimum depth value in the area that

the object occupies as the z-value of the object. We use

tools in the system [43] to generate final blended images

with realistic shadow for every foreground object. Here

we choose LuxRender 2○, which can render the scene

with physically realistic illumination.

7 Experiments

In this section, we firstly get various synthesized re-

sults with different background scenes, and then com-

pare our method with four state-of-the-art GAN-based

methods. All steps are implemented in the C++ en-

vironment, and all our experiments are executed on a

computer equipped with Intelr CoreTM i5-7400 CPU

@3.00 GHz with 8 GB RAM.

In Fig.11, we show our text-to-image synthesis re-

sults. From the first one to the last one, the input

sentences are becoming more and more complex with

more foreground objects and more positional relation-

ships. Note that each time the user runs our system

with the same sentence, he or she may get a result-

ing image different from the one he or she gets in last

time. Nevertheless, all the synthesized results are simi-

lar images that can visualize the meaning of the input

sentence.

We can find several advantages about the synthe-

sized results. Firstly, our synthesized results are clear

high-resolution images with complete foreground ob-

jects and a distinct background scene. The resolution

of the resulting images is the same with that of the

corresponding background images. Secondly, the re-

sulting images are consistent with the semantic of the

input sentence. Thirdly, the resulting images are rea-

sonable and all the foreground objects have appropri-

ate positions and sizes. Finally, the resulting images

are photo-realistic and visually harmonious with well-

blended foreground objects and background scenes.

The running time is mainly determined by the

complexity of the input text. If the system has to

deal with more foreground objects and positional re-

lationships, the constrained MCMC optimizer will take

longer time to put all the foreground objects in the

right places of the background scene with proper sizes.

For a resulting image with two foreground objects and

one positional relationship, the constrained MCMC op-

timization will take about two minutes, and both the

blending methods will take less than 10 seconds for a

foreground object.

In Fig.12, we show some indoor text-to-image syn-

thesis results using both the Poisson-based blending

and relighting-based blending as post-processing. The

illumination condition is more complex in the indoor

scene than in the outdoor scene; therefore we can find

(b)(a) (c) (d) (e)

(g)(f) (h) (i) (j)

Fig.11. Some synthesized scene images using our method (the caption of each sub-figure is the input text). (a) There is a person
throwing frisbee and a dog sitting on the lawn. (b) A sheep is near a zebra on the grassland. (c) There is a man skiing in the snowfield,
and a white bear walking on the right of him. (d) A woman is walking on a street, and a dog is walking on the left of her. (e) A man
is surfing in the sea, and a flying bird is above him. (f) A dog is lying on the lawn, and a girl is squating above the dog. (g) There is a
plane and a bird in the sky, and a giraffe is on the ground. (h) A pitcher, a batter and a catcher are on a baseball ground. (i) A duck
is swimming near another duck, and a boat is in the lake. (j) Some flowers are on a vase, and the vase is on the right of an apple.

2○https://render.st/engine-luxrender/, May 2020.
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(b)(a) (c) (d) (e)

Fig.12. Indoor text-to-image synthesis results (the caption of each sub-figure is the input text). Pictures in the top row are processed
by Poisson-based blending, and pictures in the bottom row are processed by relighting-based blending. (a) There is a cat lying on the
floor. (b) A teddy bear and a cup are on the table. (c) There are two cats lying on the chair and another cat is lying on the ground.
(d) A teddy bear and a cell phone are on the sofa, and a pair of shoes is on the floor. (e) There is a donut, an apple and a banana on
the table.

the advantages of relighting-based blending. Poisson-

based blending cannot handle scenes with complex illu-

mination conditions, but relighting-based blending can

help us get more visually convincing results. Generally

we perform Poisson-based blending on outdoor images

and relighting-based blending on indoor images.

7.1 Comparisons

Text-to-image generating methods using GANs are

popular to many researchers (see Subsection 2.3). In

generation of single-object images, they do better work

in appearance diversity of the generated objects. We

can only choose a limited number of foreground ob-

jects from the foreground object dataset. Moreover,

the methods using GANs are completely data-driven

methods and have better model generality.

However, in generation of complex scene images, our

method can do better work than most of GAN-based

methods. We not only get structurally complete fore-

ground objects and high-quality background scene im-

ages, but also properly arrange and blend them to form

a clear and reasonable image with high resolution.

As illustrated in Fig.13, we compare our method

(b)(a) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig.13. Comparisons with 4 GAN-based methods. The input sentence for the images in the top row is “A man is surfing in the
sea, and a flying bird is above him”, and the input sentence for the images in the bottom row is “A pitcher, a batter and a catcher
are on a baseball ground.” Resulting images in (a) are generated by our method, images in (b)–(d) are generated by StackGAN [5],
AttnGAN [18], and Obj-GAN [24] respectively. Images shown in (e) and (f) are generated by [25], with the object pathways (OP)
combined with StackGAN and AttnGAN respectively.
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with four GAN-based methods [5, 18, 24, 25]. All these

methods were trained with Microsoft COCO dataset.

From the resulting images we can find that all of the

four GAN-based methods have relatively poor ability

to deal with the text describing a scene compared with

our method. The scene images generated by the four

GAN-based methods contain blurry foreground objects

and fuzzy background scenes.

User Study. We conduct a user study to test the

effectiveness of our method and Obj-GAN [24]. Obj-

GAN [24] is a state-of-the-art text-to-image generation

method using GANs. This method devoted to generat-

ing only complex scene images.

We invite 40 participants to evaluate the image qua-

lity, text-to-image matching degree, and system usabil-

ity. We test 20 input sentences and 40 resulting images

generated by our method and Obj-GAN respectively.

The participants are asked to score the three quality as-

pects from 0 to 10 for the two sets of resulting images

generated by different methods. Image quality mea-

sures the visual quality of the resulting images about

whether they are clear and reasonable. Text-to-image

matching degree measures to what extent the result-

ing image matches the input text. System usability

measures the user experience and efficiency of the two

systems for not well-trained general users. Note that

every input sentence describes a scene, not a concrete

object.

In Fig.14, the statistical result shows that most

users think our method can produce higher quality re-

sulting images and have higher text-to-image matching

degrees. Our method has a lower score in system us-

ability because our system takes much longer time to

produce a resulting image than the trained Obj-GAN

model although Obj-GAN also takes plenty of time in

the training procedure.

7.2 Limitations

Our method can only deal with limited kinds of in-

formation in input sentences. Information like weather,

time, and season cannot yet be considered in our cur-

rent method. Moreover, although we have considered

various constraints, some unexpected situations may

happen with a low probability. In Fig.15, the two pic-

tures show the disharmony caused by large viewing an-

gle discrepancy between the foreground objects and the

background scene. Most source images of foreground

objects and background scenes are photos taken in the

eye level. However, some photos are taken in upward

view or downward view, which will cause viewing angle

discrepancy when synthesizing resulting images. In our

experiment, obvious viewing angle discrepancy happens

in a very low probability and moderate discrepancy will

not cause the generation of visually poor resulting im-

ages.

0 2 4 6 8 10 0 2 4 6 8 10

0 2 4 6 8 10

(a) (b)

(c)

Our Method Obj-GAN

Fig.14. Statistical results of the user study. The horizontal axis
in each sub-figure represents the score for each quality aspect
from 0 to 10 (the higher the better). The horizontal length of
each bar denotes the average score of 40 scores given by the par-
ticipants. (a) Image quality. (b) Text-to-image matching degree.
(c) System usability.

(b)(a)

Fig.15. Failure results caused by viewing angle discrepancy (the
caption of each sub-figure is the input text). (a) There is a boy
and a cat on the floor. (b) There are two vases of flowers on the
table.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a comprehensive text-

to-image synthesis pipeline to generate complex high-

resolution scene images. We first processed the in-

put sentence through natural language processing tools.

Then we retrieved the background scene image and

foreground objects from the corresponding datasets.
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We applied the constrained Markov Chain Monte Carlo

method to generate the optimal positions and scales for

all foreground objects. Finally, we blended foreground

objects to a background scene as post-processing to

generate a high-quality resulting image. The synthe-

sized results validated the effectiveness of the proposed

method.

In the future, we would like to process more complex

and meaningful text, e.g., a paragraph or even a story.

We would also like to produce more vivid and complex

videos, which is an interesting topic. Compared with

the image case, this research direction is more chal-

lenging for temporal spatial consistence of the video

content. Time complexity is also one of our critical

concerns in the future work.
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